No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose
of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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Read the text on page 3 of the resource booklet. Use it to answer Question Two. Answer the
question in your choice of English, te reo Maori, and I or German.
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Remember to support your answers with evidence from --
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Subject:
Q

1

German

Grade
score

E8

Standard:

91126

Total score:

23

Annotation
The candidate shows a thorough understanding of the text, including all
relevant details about what Thomas and Kristin liked about their homes in
Germany (location, kind of house, activities, favourite elements) and what they
found difficult about where they stayed in New Zealand, including the higher
level information that other candidates found difficult, for example the
conditional sentence that Kristin “would have been bored if she had stayed
longer”.
The information is meaningfully organised so that it directly targets the
question and provides exclusively relevant details, rather than translating all
details of the text and attempting to include them regardless of their relevance
to the questions.
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E7

The candidate synthesizes the information about Michael’s daily routine into
four reasons that show implied meanings, for example, “Michael seems to be
overly worried in personality” using the details about finding everyday
household tasks taxing as evidence. There is a small amount of repetition in
information about Michael’s coffee habits, and a misunderstanding about sleep
medication, which prevented the candidate from achieving at E8 for this
question.
The candidate shows understanding of all elements of Dr Winter’s advice to
Sally – to write down the purchases and the feelings they cause, that it is up to
Sally alone to solve her problem, that extreme shopping is often a sign of
insecurity, and that she must understand these problems/fears to work on
them. The candidate shows further understanding by giving meaningful advice
to Sally, including further evidence from the text.
The candidate uses evidence from throughout the text to answer the who,
when, and why questions. The candidate skilfully distinguished between the
when and why questions, for example by inferring that people take and share
selfies to look good, using statistics about photoshopping as evidence.

3

E8

The candidate includes information about Rembrandt that other candidates
often misunderstood or omitted, including the need to pay a model or that
Rembrandt’s portraits showed his sad life experiences.
The final question is directly targeted and explicitly answered with details from
the candidate’s own life, supported by evidence from the text.

